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Welcome 
Greetings and welcome to our Pocket Guide to Meeting 

Management. The contents of this handbook are intended to serve 
as a step by step guide to helping the reader improve their 
understanding of how to host effective and action-oriented 
meetings. Enjoy! 

 
Disclaimer! 
Before we get started it is important to mention two things:  
 
1. Effective meetings are those that have a clear objective. The tools 

discussed in this handbook can help you introduce structure to 
your meetings. However, if the meeting does not have a clear 
objective, the tools are not going to be much help. When calling a 
meeting, always be sure to clarify why the meeting is being called 
and specify the meeting objectives up front, at the start of the 
meeting. 

 
2. There are a lot of different types of meetings. From brainstorming 

sessions, to consensus building, or delivering a status report, the 
tools discussed within this handbook can help improve the 
meeting experience. However, do not take that for granted. As 
you introduce these tools, be sure to collect feedback from 
attendees. If feedback is positive, consider it an indication that the 
tools are working.  
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What is a Meeting? 
 
Although this question may seem obvious, it is important to 
clarify the components of meeting. A meeting is a gathering 
of individuals who meet under a set agenda to meet a defined 
objective(s). 
 
Common objectives include: 
• Facilitating consensus building to make a decision 
• Conduct brainstorming or other collaborative tools to 

generate a list of ideas 
• Share a status report 
• Communicate important information and collect feedback 

to clarify the message 
• Develop goals and action plans 

 

Have and Agenda and Stick to It 
 
Be thoughtful when developing the agenda. Take careful 
measure to ensure the agenda is designed to help the team 
meet the meeting objectives. Ensure that you have the right 
people in the room and when necessary, give the meeting 
attendees pre-work assignments so they arrive prepared. 
Distribute the agenda at least 48 hours prior to the meeting. 
 
To help stick to the agenda during the meeting, consider 
using the Parking Lot tool, which will help you have a 
process for recording and following up on off-topic items 
that come up during the meeting. 
 
 

 

 
Create Accountability, Be Action-
Oriented, Continually Get Better 
 
§ Have an agenda 
§ Assign pre-work so that attendees can come prepared 
§ Record action items. Indicate who is doing what, by when. 

Ensure action items are understood at the end of the 
meeting. 

§ Solicit feedback using Plus/Delta (+/Δ) 

 

 

 
Meeting Management 
Key Take Away Points: 
 
Great meetings do not happen by chance. They are planned 
and executed with great attention to detail. Key success 
factors of an effective meeting include: 
• A thoughtful and thorough agenda designed to support 

the meeting objective. 
• Ground rules to guide how the team will conduct 

themselves during the meeting. 
• Meeting roles, assigned to the meeting participants to 

help create shared responsibility for hosting a successful 
meeting. 

• Documented action items and key decisions generated 
as a result of the meeting. 
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Meeting Management Tools 

Team Formation Process 
  

 
  

     
Initial stage of team 
formation. Team meets for 
the first time. They are 
oriented to the project 
objectives and begin to 
think about what role they 
will play on the project 
team.  

The “storming” stage is not 
avoidable. Every team, 
especially those that have 
never worked together, 
experience this stage. The 
“storming” stage is 
characterized by the conflict 
that occurs as the team 
learns to work together. 
 
 
 
 

During the “norming” 
stage the team begins to 
resolve their differences, 
finding ways to work 
together. Team begins to 
make decisions on how 
they will work together. 

In the “performing” stage 
the team begins to function 
at a very high level without 
oversight. Team has trust 
in each other and relies on 
each other to meet the 
project’s objective. 

The “adjourning” stages 
occurs after the project has 
come to a close, following 
lessons learned.  

Directing	 Coaching	 Supporting	 Delegating	 		Celebrating	
As a leader your role is to 
help develop a positive 
work environment and 
promote team-building. 

• Present charter 
• Create team culture 
• Clarify roles and 

expectations	

 

During the “storming” stage 
the leader should seek to 
help the team find common 
ground. 
 
• Facilitating 

communication 
• Surfacing issues 
• Managing conflict	

Following the “storming” 
stage the team will become 
a more cohesive group. 
During the “norming” 
phase the leader should 
help build consensus and 
move the team forward. 
 
• Establish ground rules 
• Help team connect to 

purpose	

During the “performing” 
stage they will grow in 
autonomy. The leader’s 
role is to help oversee that 
the team’s activities are 
aligned with the project’s 
objectives. 
 
• Monitor	progress	
• Create	alignment	

The team leader should 
ensure that lessons learned 
are recorded from the 
project. Also, the leader 
should help celebrate the 
team’s success. 
 
• Complete	lessons	

learned	
• Reward	and	recognize	

				Forming																		Storming															Norming												Performing													Adjourning	

? 

Applying	Situational	Leadership	to	Support	the	Team	Formation	Process	
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Meeting Management Tools 

Agenda 
  
 

 

A meeting is a gathering of individuals who come together under a set agenda 
to meet a defined objective. The agenda should include a list of specific items 
and discussion topics that align to and support the meeting’s objective. 
 
Common objectives include: 
- Facilitating consensus building to make a decision 
- Conduct brainstorming our other collaborative tools to generate a list of 

ideas 
- Share a status report 
- Communicate important information and collect feedback to clarify the 

message 
- Develop goals and action plans 

 
Time and energy spent in developing a thoughtful agenda will pay for itself 
during the meeting. 

  Tips for creating a well-designed agenda: 

 

 
Clearly communicate the meeting objective. 
Select topics relevant to the entire team. 

List agenda topics in the form of questions the team needs to 
answer. 
Include realistic time estimates for each topic. 

Identify who is responsible for leading each topic. 
Provide the agenda beforehand. 

Use the parking lot tool to help the team stick to the agenda, 
while creating a record of off-topic items. 

Collect plus/deltas (+/Δ) about the agenda. 
 

Agenda

Feedback

Objective

Follow-up	
Action	
Plan

Purpose

People

Process

Meeting objective 

Agenda 
 Plus/deltas (+/Δ) 

Meeting roles 

Parking lot 

Ground rules 

Team dynamics 

Action items 

Meeting minutes 
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Meeting Management Tools? 

Ground Rules 
  
 

	

Ground rules are a set of guiding principles that the team creates through collective input to decide how they will work together. The tool is often 
facilitated during the early stages of the team formation process to help the team create a cohesive work environment. The ground rules tool is 
facilitated through brainstorming, collecting a list of ideas that the team wants to consider and approve as their formal rules of conduct. Once the list 
is created, the group builds consensus on the rules, and then uses the rules to guide their work going forward. 
	
	

      

         

	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	

Start on time 
Even if you don’t have 100% attendance, don’t circle back 
to reorient late arrivals. 

	 	 	 Check your phone 
Turn your phone on silent and keep it stowed. Never lay 
it out on the table. 

 	 	 	  

 Stay on topic 
Use a parking lot to record off-topic items. 

	 	 	 Dominate the conversation 
Allow everyone equal opportunity to contribute. 

 	 	 	  

Ask questions 
Be attentive and engaged. Ask clarifying questions. If the 
question cannot be answered in the meeting, create an 
action item to follow-up on the question. 

	 	 	 Leave confused 
Draw out important questions, seek to close the loop, and 
ensure team undestands their objectives and next steps. 
Also, plan to follow up with the attendess on agreed upon 
action items. 

 	 	 	  

Be action-oriented 
Ensure that the team is making decisions, reaching 
agreement on goals, and setting plans in place to advance 
their work. 

	 	 	 Assume silence is agreement 
Seek to build consensus. Allow all team members to 
have equal input and to contribute to the overall decision 
that has been made. 

 	 	 	  

Respect for all 
Keep it about process, not peole. 

	 	 	 Assume ownership is understood 
Record action items - who is doing, what, by when. 

	 	 	 	 	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	

  Do Don’t 
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Meeting Management Tools 

Consensus Building 
  
 

The Fist to Five tool allows the facilitator to visually assess the teams level of agreement around a decision or proposal. The Fist to Five tool is 
used to assess the team’s consensus, by requiring each team member to vote, using their fingers to display their personal level of agreement. Any 
vote of less than 3 requires further conversation. Fist to Five is a great tool to use to develop consensus around ground rules early on in the meeting.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
   

 Not good   Needs more   Okay          Good             Best 
                    discussion 
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Meeting Management Tools 

Meeting Roles 
  
 
 
The Why? Meeting Roles are useful in helping the team conduct an effective meeting. By assigning meeting roles, all members can play a part in 
the meeting, thus improving overall engagement. Some of the more common meeting goals are listed below. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 Leader/Facilitator     Scribe      Time Keeper    Presenter   Process Checker 
 

 
The How 
 
The Leader/Facilitator owns the “how”. 
Provides structure to the meeting by 
establishing group ground rules, introducing 
tools, facilitating decision making, and 
managing group dynamics. 
 
The What 
 
The group participants drive the “what” of the 
meeting. Participants own the discussion, 
decisions made, tasks, and outcomes of the 
meeting. 

 Leader/ 
Facilitator 

• Guides the group’s activities 
• Ensures all group members participate 
• Focuses the group 
• Promotes discussion and dialogue 

Scribe • Records ideas, action items, parking lot topics, and/or minutes 
• When a flip chart is used, ensures charts are labeled, legible, and clear 

Time 
Keeper 

• Leads initial discussion to allocate time to agenda items 
• Monitors agreed-upon time frames 
• Keeps the agenda moving 
• Provides updates on time remaining 

Presenter • Leads presentation of group’s work 
Process 
Checker 

• Ensures the agreed-upon process is being used 
• Suggests techniques to help the group achieve goals 
• Helps the group apply tools correctly 
• Facilitates reminders of the ground rules and identifies topics for parking lot 
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Meeting Management Tools 

Parking Lot 
  
 

The Parking Lot tool enables the facilitator to record topics that are out of scope for later review.  Tool is useful in helping keep the team on track 
and abide by the session’s agenda.  
The Parking Lot should be posted in the room so that the team can keep account of items that will require follow-up. At the end of the session, all 
items should be assigned for follow-up. To ensure that Parking Lot items are followed up on, the facilitator should utilize a WWW – which will 
help in assigning ownership and deadlines.  
 

 

Parking Lot 
 

   

 

What When Who Notes 
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Meeting Management Tools 

Action Plan (WWW) 
  
 

Action items are a list of tasks that need to be completed in order for the team to meet their objective. Action items typically arise from meetings 
and should always be clearly documented on an Action Plan. 
The Action Plan (WWW) is a key tool used for helping teams record their agreed-upon action items and monitor their progress toward their overall 
objective. The tool helps the team clearly list who is doing what by when. It is good practice to request an update on all outstanding action items at 
the start of each meeting. 
 

What When Who Notes 
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Meeting Management Tools 

Plus/Delta (+/Δ) 
  
 

The Plus/Delta tool asks the team to provide feedback specific to that meeting by identifying what went well (plus) and what could be improved 
(delta). If appropriate, the facilitator can use the items listed under Delta to create a list of action items to help improve the team’s next meeting and 
make sure to continue to do anything that was listed as a Plus. It is often helpful for the facilitator to ask attendees to come up with at least one 
comment before leaving the room and allowing time in the agenda to do this. 
 

Plus 
What went well? 

Delta 
What can be improved? 
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Common Meeting Management Pitfalls 
  
 

 

 

Unclear meeting expectations and objectives. 
The first, and most important step in hosting a meeting is 
communicating the “why” behind the meeting. The 
“why” informs the meeting objective, agenda, invite list, 
and action items. Always include the meeting objective 
in the meeting invite and agenda. Bringing a group 
together who have different expectations of a meeting 
can lead to confusion and inefficiency.  

 

Scheduling a meeting when you do not need one.  
One of most common mistakes when hosting a meeting is 
hosting a meeting that was not necessary. Meetings should 
be reserved for two-way communication and decision-
making. One-directional communication can be facilitated 
by email or other methods. Meetings that do not add value 
lead to frustration and disengagement, therefore it is 
important to meet only when necessary.   

 

 

Have a meeting with no agenda. 
Don’t make the mistake of hosting a meeting without 
designing an agenda beforehand. Agendas are essential, 
even if they need to remain flexible once the attendees 
arrive and share expectations. If you have been invited to 
a meeting that does not have an agenda, ask for one. 

 

Incomplete minutes. Next steps not captured. 
The meeting minutes serve multiple purposes:  
Minutes can help serve as a record of key decisions made, 
allow attendees or absentees to close the loop on 
information that was shared during the meeting, and 
inform next steps. Fail to record the minutes and the team 
will likely revisit the same conversation over again. 

 

 

Meeting roles are unclear. 
When hosting a meeting be sure to inform each 
participant on what their role is. This will help 
participants arrive prepared for the meeting, allowing 
them to contribute to the effectiveness of the meeting. 
Without meeting roles, the leader is the default owner of 
that meetings’ success. With shared responsibility, the 
team will assume more ownership of objectives - taking 
the work from authoritative to collaborative.   

         

No Ground Rules. 
Ground rules create equality and accountability within the 
group. Without agreed upon ground rules there will be no 
guidelines on how the team is to work together, causing 
the team to have varying levels of behavior and 
expectations of each other. This can lead to a generally 
ineffective meeting at best, and a frustrating one at worst 
when team members aren’t holding each other accountable 
for being engaged in the work. 

 

 

Handcuffed to the 60-minute meeting. 
Most default meeting times are set to 60 minutes. If a 
meeting is scheduled for an hour, it is likely that the 
participants will use up that whole hour, even if it is not 
needed. Consider changing your standard meeting time 
to 30 minutes in to encourage the project team to keep 
meetings concise and agile.  

 

Invite list snowballed. 
Be clear on who needs to attend and why each person is 
needed. Try to limit the invite list to only those 
participants that are required based on the contents of the 
meeting agenda. Also, try to send the agenda when you 
send out the invite, along with an explanation of the 
meeting. This will prevent the meeting invite from being 
forwarded on to other people that do not need to attend. 

 


